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4  TH INGS  TO  KNOW

before hiring a designer

Have you ever found yourself 

wondering... 

 

"What if my interior designer 

thinks my house is ugly, beyond 

all hope?" 

 

"What if my interior designer 

doesn't listen to what I want or 

stay within my budget?" 

Put those fears to rest and move 

forward with confidence - 

because we're about to bust 

some design myths: 

 

 The current state of your home 
doesn't bother us. When we 

first meet, we're more focused 

on you than on your current 

design. 

We are excellent listeners. We 

take detailed notes about your 

lifestyle, family situation, color 

and texture preferences, and 

overall preferred design 

aesthetic. 

 

Design is an investment in you 
and your lifestyle. Many factors 

contribute to the final cost of a 

design, including the furniture 

and hardware you choose, the 

size of the project, and the 

amount of work required (e.g. do 

walls need to move?). When you 

work with us, we'll provide a 

detailed proposal to set your 

mind at ease.

If you're ready to update your home within 
the next year, you've likely thought of 
hiring an interior designer. If you aren't 
sure what to expect, keep reading. 



Color decisions are some of the most 

anxiety-producing dilemmas in any interior 

design project, which is why we like to face 

these situations head-on.  

 

Our team is skilled and color-certified to 

help you make unregrettable choices for 

every wall, window treatment, ceiling, 

fabric, and flooring hue in your home. 

 

Color plays a huge role in how we feel, to 

the point where "color psychology" has 

become a legitimate field of study. In fact, it 

isn't merely the color itself that our brains 

interpret as mood-invoking, but also the 

shade, pattern and depth of that color. 

 

If white-on-white kitchens make you feel 

like taking a deep breath of air or if you've 

felt the serenity of light blues and grays, 

you've experienced the overwhelming 

power that color has on your emotional and 

physiological states.  
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E A S E  Y O U R  C O N C E R N S

about color

"If you've hit a wall with your personal life, 
you need to consider the physical walls 
around you." 

We create a design around you, not in spite of you. Interior 

design is as much about psychology and ergonomics as it is 

about creating beauty.  And as we all know, everyone 

defines beauty differently. 

About Our Methodology



monique 
becker
T H E  N E W  F A C E  O F  I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N  

ABOUT ME 
 
I've been an interior designer for seven years and 
specialize in working with clients who are new to the 
world of home design. 
 
If you want a beautiful home but are unsure of the 
process... 
 
If you have a vision but need to stay within a specific 
budget... 
 
If you are ready to transform your personal life through 
changing your environment... 
 
Let's talk. 
 
TAKE ACTION 
 
Call me at 484-300-9019 or send your email to 
mbecker@theenlightenednest.com.
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